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-. Harold 

From: "Harold Trainer'' <hatcoml @insightbb.com> 
To: "Carol Rawert Trainer" <crawerttrainer@insig htbb.com>; <mtrautmann@courier-journal.com>; 

<krunyon@courier-journal.com>; "Pam Platt" <pplatt@courier-journal.com>; <sford@courier- 
journal.com>; "Ken Nevitt" <kennevitt@hotmail.com>; "james mcmillin" 
<jjmcmillin@insightbb.com>; "Judy Munro-Leighton" <jmunroleighton@gmail"com>; "Bob and 
Marge Manke" <mankes@bellsouth.net>; "David Horvath" <dhorvath@fastmail.fm>; "dennis 
Bricking" <dbricking@gmail.com>; "marcia schneider" ~marsch791979@yahoo.com~; "Anne 
Lyons" <annlyons@insightbb.com>; "Bill Franck" <ig-bf.franck@insightbb.com>; "mcorcoran320" 
~mcorcoran320@bellsouth.net~ 

cc: "Harold Trainer" <hatcam1 @insightbb.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, March I O ,  2010 10:07 
Subject: Fw: PSC RATE Increase 

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Harold Trainer 
To: Harold Trainer 
Sent: Wednesday, March I O ,  2010 09.59 
Subject: PSC RATE Increase 

MAR B a 2 0 1 0  
PUBLIC SERVICE 

COMMISSION 

I am strongly against the rate increase thru an increased deliverylaccess fee. The marketplace demands that 
people using LG&E be able to adjust rate increases thru the supplyldemand process. When you do noruse yoti 
do not pay. LG&E needs to be able to manage this and the shareholders need to know that their investment 
value is related to supplyldemand and the marketplace. Not a monopoly non demand based arbitrary increase in 
everyone's rate thru an access fee or distribution fee which we already pay. The complexity of computing the 
increase or "decrease" of this fee is much more difficult because of the proprietary information affecting it. It also 
seems like a little more than co-incidence that LG&E may be on the market and an increase in rates will mean an 
increase in profits which will contribute to an increase in the sales price and affect shareholders accordingly. Do 
not increase those rates outside of supply and demand market requirements. The rate increase will also have a 
large impact on fixed income customers. Thank you. 

PS your ernail access on the web site for PSC does not work. m5yuJ i /- 

ldarold Trainer 
10529 Championship Ct 
Prospect, KY 40059 
61 8-3673 
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